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WordPress Site Migration

A Detailed Case Study
by Alan My Thoughts

Overview
This case study will be about how I migrated a WordPress site from WordPress.com
hosting to a self-host WordPress platform which was done on a single day (May 17th,
2021). The website is known as Getting It Strait.
Getting It Strait (GIS) is an online magazine based in Penang, Malaysia. They publish
youth-related articles and current affairs that re ect recent events in Malaysia and
worldwide, taking into account both context and the author's vision.
They publish anything that helps society broadly by presenting their perspective, and
they strive to connect people and strengthen voices to advocate social justice across
geographical lines.
But there was a problem that had nothing to do with their editorial schedule. Or, should I
say, a dilemma about maintaining the website and keeping it going, thus the focus of
this case study.

Problem
One of the co-founders of GIS, Justin, was divided about whether to switch from
WordPress to the other content management system or CMS. He only had three days to
decide whether to stick with the current Wordpress.com plan or switch elsewhere.
Such discussion was made with the GIS’s web director, Joey, and they considered
Squarespace and Web ow to be the possible alternatives.
For context, the GIS site was on the Wordpress.com hosting plan. Since it is hosted
through the "personal" plan, it costs around $4 (S$5) per month. Although the plan
provides one year of free domain, there were a number of issues with that plan. First,
despite the WordPress logo removal, customization on the website is pretty limited.
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Second, CSS customization for the website theme is only available on the "premium"
plan, which costs about $8 (S$11). However, it seems too much for such a single
feature. Third, installing the plugins on the WordPress backend requires switching to
the "business" plan that costs about $25 (S$35) per month, which is out of reach for the
GIS co-founder. As mentioned earlier, they also considered switching to either
Squarespace or Web ow.

Source: Wordpress.com
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For Web ow, the page limit is 100 pages regardless of the plans (GIS, however, has 180
pages as of this writing). Plus, assuming they choose the cheapest plan on Web ow,
there are also limits on the number of page visits every month and the capped content
delivery network (CDN) bandwidth.

Source: Web ow
As for Squarespace, the prices across the board are much more expensive than
Wordpress.com while having much more limitations on website customization and
features.
The cheapest plan costs about $12 per month (annual billing) and is somewhat similar
to WordPress.com's personal plan, which is without CSS customization and installing
plugins. Site theme customization is only available through the business plan, which
costs $18 per month.
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Source: Squarespace
They have also looked into the self-host WordPress platform.
But they have no knowledge of how it exactly works, including nding a reliable thirdparty hosting provider as well as installing, con guring, and managing the site there.
Not to mention, setting up a self-host WordPress is not for everyone since it involves
technicalities that need to be done correctly from the beginning.
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Lastly, a few days after the site migration was done, several spammy comments
ooded into the feedback form's backend.

Source: GIS’s backend
As I have experienced it on my own site before, I managed to gure out how to stop the
spambots in just ve minutes, which I explained in the “solution” section below.
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Solution
My Proposal
I have decided to step in and help Justin and Joey resolve the hosting issue. I made the
following proposal, which I outlined below:

Migrate the GIS website to Cloudways, a third-party cloud host provider that I
personally use.
For the GIS domain, the DNS records have to be pointed to the new cloud host to
be able to access the site through the domain.
SSL cert renewal for the GIS domain will be done there automatically as part of
Cloudways’ hosting package.
With that, Justin (who was also responsible for the hosting and domain
payments) only has to pay the domain renewal without the need to think about
paying for the host while still being able to access the WordPress backend as
usual. But if he still chooses to spend his part for the hosting, he only needs to
pay half the cost, which is around $3 to $4 per month.
Once the migration is done, they are free to install new plugins, and they have
complete control over the overall site's customization, including the CSS. One of
the most signi cant advantages of self-hosting a WordPress site is that, unlike
WordPress.com, self-hosting provides total freedom to customize the site in any
way you like without the need to pay expensive hosting fees.
They agreed to pursue the site migration. Ή
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The Migration Process
Moving from WordPress.com to self-hosted WordPress was seamless, and the overall
migration process was accomplished in just a single day. For that to happen, it only
requires a few things:
GIS site data from WordPress.com, which will be imported to the new self-hosted
site on Cloudways. The size of the le was around almost 500KB.
An A record from Cloudways, which is to be updated through Wordpress.com’s
DNS manager.
A CNAME record, with the “gettingitstrait.com” domain as the default. Also
updated through Wordpress.com's DNS manager.
Importing existing WordPress.com users to the GIS site’s backend.
Once all of the steps above were completed, I assigned Justin and Joey as the site
administrators so that they can customize it to their likings.

Further Fix-Up
Since there’s a need to redesign the GIS site (as the migration process excludes
importing the whole site’s design, unfortunately), I set up maintenance mode
throughout the website by installing the Coming Soon page plugin from SeedProd.

Source: GIS’s backend
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And this is what it looks like when the maintenance mode is activated. Nonadministrators of the site would see this each time they visit GIS during the
maintenance mode.

Note: They made the site live again a week after they had fully redesigned the site.
With that nished, I xed the broken permalinks on almost all pages on GIS. To make
this whole work ow faster, I installed a plugin called Permalink Manager Lite to edit the
permalinks in bulk.
That way, I can lter the pages by published date and edit the links more accurately in
one go.
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Source: GIS’s backend
Also, I made sure that the permalink format is uniform throughout the site.

Source: GIS’s backend
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The rst time the GIS site is imported into the self-host WordPress platform, all pages
have the “index.php” extension. So, I had to change the permalink structure to
something like “www.gettingitstrait.com/only-texts-here."
Notice the bold?
There are no dates or other irrelevant extensions linked to every page on GIS. This is
also bene cial from the search engine optimization (SEO) point of view. It will reduce
the likelihood of having broken links if any of those pages are updated sometime in the
future. Having broken links in the site would send a wrong signal to Google because of
not taking the site's user experience into account.
Alright, now onto another issue.
Another problem that I noticed after migrating the GIS site into the new host was the
broken images, or in other words, so many photos were not shown on many pages
throughout the site. An example:

Source: Getting It Strait
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I found out a few minutes later that it was caused by the images being hosted on the
previous site despite supposedly being uploaded directly to the new site. Also, I asked
Justin, who had access to the prior website, to set it private because I thought there
would be no more issues after importing all the content into the new site.
But I had to ask him to turn the site back to public so that I can x the imaging issue
(my bad on this.).
To understand this further, many of the images on the GIS site were hosted on the
previous Wordpress.com hosting. So, the link would look like this:
https://gettingitstraitdotcom. les.wordpress.com/2021/04/chains-of-poverty-2.jpg
While it is supposed to be like this in order to load properly on the new site:
https://gettingitstrait.com/2021/04/chains-of-poverty-2.jpg
See the difference in bold?
I also realized later that those images were already uploaded on the new site but weren't
included in the pages. So, I only need to change the links on each page that have
broken images. Yes, it had to be done manually, and it did take some time to nish as I
had to edit each page.
Since there were too many pages to deal with, I assigned Joey to manage half of the
issue pages and re-edit the image dimensions while I handled the rest. Fortunately, I
managed to x almost all the broken images within a day and get them to load properly
again.
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Images loaded per usual again after the x. Source: Getting It Strait
Lastly, to overcome the spambots, I installed two plugins: Akismet Spam Protection,
and Simple Google reCAPTCHA.
For the latter, I did have to register the GIS domain on Google reCAPTCHA's site and
then obtain the site key and secret key to activate on the WordPress backend so that
the reCAPTCHA can truly put into action and protect the GIS site from spambots on
autopilot.
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Outcome
Same ol' Getting It Strait website, with so many features and bene ts unlocked due to
the nature of self-hosting. Plus, better security and, most importantly, freedom to pursue
any changes on-site for the better .

✨

Hope you enjoyed this case study. Thank you for reading!
If you have any questions, just hit me up at hello@alanmythoughts.com
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Feel free to reach me
out at
alanmythoughts.com
hello@alanmythoughts.com
linkedin.com/in/aliff-alanmythoughts
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shake.izea.com/aliff

